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Stochastic stope design optimisation under grade uncertainty 
and dynamic development costs
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ABSTRACT
Stope design optimisation defines three-dimensional extraction volumes 
aiming to maximise cashflows, subject to geotechnical and operational 
constraints. Available stope layout methods are deterministic, failing to 
account for grade uncertainty and variability that affect stope locations 
and sizes, as well as value. A two-stage stochastic integer programming 
model for stope design optimisation is proposed, integrating grade uncer-
tainty quantified through geostatistical simulations, level allocation, vari-
able stope and pillar sizes for different geotechnical zones, and 
development costs. An application at an underground gold mine employ-
ing sublevel open stoping highlights the integration and management of 
grade uncertainty to define risk-resilient stope design.
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1. Introduction

Stope design optimisation consists of defining underground mineable volumes whose shapes and 
sizes are dictated by the chosen stoping underground mining method, the geotechnical properties of 
the rock masses, and grade distribution of the orebody from which economic material will be 
extracted in order to maximise undiscounted profit [1,2]. In the current industrial practice, under-
ground mine planning follows a sequential framework. An optimised stope design is an input to the 
development network layout optimisation, which defines the topology of interconnected access 
routes, such as shafts, declines, drifts, and crosscuts. Subsequently, the stopes and network layout 
are inputs to the production scheduling optimisation step, which dictates the underground mining 
project’s net present value [3–8]. Grade uncertainty is the main contributor of technical risk, 
affecting a mining projects’ viability [9,10]. However, it is not included in the conventionally 
generated stope designs, which fail to integrate the geological uncertainty and variability that affect 
stope sizes and locations, harming production and financial forecasts [11–14]. Therefore, the 
incorporation of supply uncertainty, in grade and material type, into the stope design optimisation 
allows one to address risk earlier in the planning process [5].

The sublevel open stoping is a self-supported and non-entry underground mining method, 
presenting some degree of selectivity and flexibility, in which the orebody is vertically split into 
production levels that are often separated by horizontal pillars. Within the primary levels, stopes are 
usually delimited by rib and longitudinal pillars, while regularly spaced blasting drifts are devel-
oped, defining the sublevels (Figure 1). The stopes remain empty during their exploitation with 
eventual post-backfilling [15–18]. Some three-dimensional sublevel stoping design optimisation 
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methods have been proposed, which incorporate progressively different geotechnical and opera-
tional aspects. The Floating Stope algorithm [19] and the Maximum Value Neighbourhood algo-
rithm [20] float a fixed minimum stope size on the input orebody model and define profitable 
envelopes in which the stopes should be further manually designed. A predefined cut-off grade or 
the economic value of a block’s neighbourhood is the respective criteria used to build the profitable 
boundaries in those methods. Topal and Sens [1] and Sandanayake et al. [21,22] present different 
methods to select non-overlapping stopes with variable sizes to define a stope layout with unified 
stopes. Furthermore, Sandanayake et al. [21,22] integrate more operational constraints, such as 
pillar requirements and level allocation.

The heuristic method proposed by Villalba Matamoros and Kumral [23] maximises the 
profit from stopes, which are defined by grouping slices of a fixed number of blocks in height 
and width and variable length, while minimising the internal dilution, which consists of slices 
with a grade that is lower than a specified cut-off grade. The previous methods are based on 
rectangular three-dimensional stope shapes. A heuristic approach combining a one- 
dimensional dynamic programming algorithm and dimensionality reduction greedy algorithm 
is proposed by Nikbin et al. [24] and generates stope boundaries with higher economic values 
compared to [19] and [20]. The stope overlapping issue and pillar constraints are further 

Figure 1. Stope in a sublevel stoping method, showing the sublevels and the typical parallel drilling ring pattern (Source: Bullock 
and Hustrulid 2001).
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integrated by [25]. The Mineable Shape Optimiser (MSO) [26–27] is an industry-standard 
software for stope design optimisation. In its Slice Method, the input model is discretized into 
a regular grid parallel to the main direction, forming transversal tubes. Each tube is sliced and 
the slices with grades greater than a specified cut-off grade are grouped to maximise each tube’s 
economic value. However, this method is highly dependent on geological control parameters or 
wireframes, which are uncertain, and requires an upfront cut-off grade that is not adequately 
known in the early stages of the underground mine planning process. For a comprehensive 
review of stope design optimisation methods, the reader is directed to [2,5,28].

Some approaches aim to consider the development costs in the stope design optimisation, 
integrating the inherent interdependencies between each stope’s economic potential and its acces-
sibility/remoteness. The network flow-based method proposed by Bai et al. [29] imposes 
a maximum allowable distance of a block from a central shaft and requires a horizontal mining 
width for the accessibility of the farthest blocks in the output stope boundary. Ding et al. [30] 
propose an iterative approach that redistributes the development costs among selected stopes, re- 
evaluating their economic value. Hou et al. [31] implement a mixed-integer programming (MIP) 
formulation with recursive development cost constraints, which maximises the stopes’ profit and 
minimises the total development costs for a fixed-network underground mine. However, the two 
last approaches are based on a development network layout with fixed shaft location and predefined 
levels, which have no flexibility to provide optimised production levels.

The previous methods are deterministic and are based on a single conventionally estimated 
orebody model, a smooth representation of the mineral deposit [32,33]. Geostatistically simulated 
representations of mineral deposits better represent grade and material-type distributions of a deposit, 
reproducing conditional data statistics and are used to quantify the grade uncertainty and variability 
[32,34]. Some stochastic stope design optimisation methods have been proposed. Grieco and 
Dimitrakopoulos [35] present a probabilistic mathematical programming formulation with flexible 
pillar requirements tailored to the sublevel stoping method. Stochastic simulations of a deposit, 
discretized into blasting rings, are used to derive the ring’s average grade and its probability of 
being above a predefined cut-off grade. The model aims to maximise the stope design’s metal content, 
given a minimum acceptable risk level. The probabilistic approach, however, uses limited information 
consisting of summarised probabilities representing the uncertainty and estimated grades. Thus, 
simulations are not directly integrated. Villalba Matamoros and Kumral [36] propose a three-step 
stochastic stope design optimisation method for a non-specified stoping method variant. First, the 
previously mentioned heuristic algorithm of [23] generates a stope design for each input simulation. 
Subsequently, the designs are clustered based on their similarities while fixing geotechnical constraints 
violations to obtain a population of risk-resilient designs. Finally, a genetic algorithm combines the 
resulting designs to maximise the profit and ensure the single final design’s feasibility. The previously 
discussed stochastic approaches do not propose scenario-dependent recourse actions, preventing the 
methods from adapting to grade uncertainty.

Two-stage stochastic integer programming (SIP) formulations [37] were initially introduced in 
mine planning for long-term production scheduling of a single open-pit mine [38,39] and have 
since been successfully extended to the simultaneous optimisation of mining complexes [40–43]. 
Although fewer applications have been applied to underground settings, recent promising SIP 
formulations have been developed for long-term underground mine production scheduling 
employing different mining methods, such as a hybrid cut-and-fill with long- 
hole [44], purely cut-and-fill [45], and block caving [46]. The applications demonstrate that the 
stochastic frameworks capitalise on the grade and operational uncertainties to provide physically 
different schedules with a higher expected net present value, while managing the risk of not 
achieving production targets when compared to the deterministic approaches.

Unlike the vast majority of available methods, which only aim to maximise the undiscounted profit 
or recovered metal, a new two-stage SIP formulation for stope design optimisation is proposed in this 
paper. Its objectives are to maximise the undiscounted profit whilst minimising related development 
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costs, and the economic impact of exceeding project capacities. The risk management is incorporated 
through scenario-dependent recourse actions given the set of geostatistical simulations of the related 
orebody. The proposed first-stage decisions account for the physical constraints to provide a unique 
and mineable sublevel stoping design, which are related to selecting levels, stopes, the location of 
a main shaft, and the horizontal and vertical development costs associated with opening drifts and the 
shaft, respectively. The second-stage decisions aim to maximise the recovered metal while managing 
the risk of not satisfying existing or planned capacities under the grade uncertainty. The model inputs 
the realisations of the deposit, which has blocks that are flagged with distinct geotechnical zones, a set 
of potential primary access options, such as different shaft locations, the economic and technical 
parameters, and a library defining the level spacing, the possible stope shapes and pillar sizes for each 
geotechnical zone. The output is a stope layout with the best levels and stopes locations, as well as the 
best shaft location that minimise the development costs of shaft and drifts. The next sections discuss 
an overview of the method, followed by the two-stage SIP formulation. Subsequently, a case study at 
an underground gold mine is presented and benchmarked with the stope layout generated by an 
industry-standard stope design approach. Conclusions and future work follow.

2. Method

A proposed stochastic stope design optimisation method under grade uncertainty and development 
costs is presented. The sublevel open stoping mining method (Figure 1) considers horizontal 
production levels that might be separated by horizontal pillars. The stopes have variable heights 
within each level, but their access is always aligned to a respective production level and can be apart 
by rib and longitudinal pillars. This feature facilitates the mineability of the stope layout and the 
optimisation of the detailed development design of hauling and drilling drifts and loading crosscuts 
connecting the selected stopes in the further steps of the underground mine planning.

This section introduces the required inputs, and the preprocessing steps are discussed, followed 
by the two-stage SIP’s mathematical formulation. The proposed method receives a set of stochastic 
orebody simulations s∈S, which quantify the geological uncertainty and variability in grades and 
material types of mining blocks i 2 I. The blocks are flagged with different input geotechnical zones 
n 2 N with respective stope size and pillars requirements. A set of potential access options, such as 
different shaft locations, and relevant economic and geotechnical parameters complete the required 
inputs. The following tables include the definitions and the notation used to specify the proposed 
SIP model, such as the list of indices (Table 1) and sets (Table 2), the economic and technical 
parameters (Table 3), the geometric parameters related to the underground mining method 
considered (Table 4), as well as the binary (Table 5) and fractional (Table 6) decision variables 
that control the proposed stope design optimization framework., , k 2 K

2.1. Stopes and levels preprocessing steps

The proposed approach follows the steps presented in Figure 2, which provide a set L of possible 
levels, with related sets Ωl and Λl of overlapping and adjacent levels, and potential stopes within 
each level Jl, with associated sets Ωjl and Λjl of overlapping and adjacent stopes. The steps will be 
presented in detail in the following subsections.

2.1.1. Level splitting
First, the set of blocks i 2 In belonging to a defined geotechnical zone n 2 N is vertically split, from 
bottom to top, into a set of layers of blocks whose height (in terms of numbers of blocks along the 
vertical coordinate) corresponds to the set up level spacing αz

n of zone n. A generated layer of blocks 
will be a potential production. Once the top of the block model is reached, the level splitting restarts 
by skipping some blocks in the bottom of the geotechnical zone based on the shift parameter βz

n. In 
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the end of this process a set of overlapping potential levels l 2 Ln is generated as depicted in 
Figure 3. The total set potential levels is defined as the union of levels of all geotechnical zones, that 
is, L ¼ U n 2 NLn. The distances δshaft

lk (Figure 4) from the surface to levels l along each access 

option k 2 K are determined based on the coordinates of the surface zsurface
k and the base of each 

level zbase
l . It is assumed that the generated levels are formed by blocks belonging to a unique 

geotechnical zone.

2.1.2. Level overlapping search
The generated levels overlap with some other levels since they share some layers of blocks. 
Furthermore, due to geotechnical requirements, a horizontal (sill/crown) pillar with a minimum 
height σsill;z

n (in terms of the number of blocks in z axis) should be ensured between two selected 
levels in the output design within each zone n. Therefore, the overlaps between levels are mapped 

Table 1. List of sets.

Set Definition

I Set of blocks i in the entire orebody model
In Set of blocks i in zone n
Il Set of blocks i in level l
Ijl Set of blocks i in stope j of level l
J Set of all potential stopes j
Jl Set of potential stopes j in a level l
Jdlk Set of potential stopes in mining direction d in level l for access option k
N Set of disjoint geotechnical zones n
L Set of all possible levels l
Ln Set of potential levels l of geotechnical zone n
S Set of geological uncertainty scenarios s
K Set of access options k
Ωl Set of levels l0 that overlap with level l, such that l; l0 2 Ln and n 2 N
Ωjl Set of stopes j0 that overlap with stope j, such that j; j0 2 Jl , in level l 2 Ln, n 2 N
Λl Set of levels l0 of other geotechnical zones that are adjacent to level l 2 Ln such that l0 2 Λl � LnLn
Λjl Set of stopes j0 in levels l0 2 Λl that overlap with stope j 2 Jl in levell 2 Ln

Dl Set of mining directions d in level l
Mn Set of stope shapes m of geotechnical zone n 2 N

Table 2. List of economic and technical parameters.

Parameter Definition

wis Tonnage of block i in scenario s
wjls Tonnage of stope j in level l, wjls ¼

P

i2Ijl

wis in scenario s
θis Indicator θis ¼ 1 if block i is greater than a user-defined cut-off grade is scenario s, 0 otherwise.
ojls Ore tonnage of stope j in level l and scenario s, ojls ¼

P

i2Ijl

θiswis

gis Grade of block i in scenario s in percent metal
gjls Average grade of ore blocks within stope j in level l scenario s in percent metal, such that gjls ¼

P

i2Ijl

θisgiswi=ojls .
R Processing recovery in percent
P Metal selling price $/t
Cdrift

l
Unit horizontal development cost of drifts in $/m in level l

Cshaft
k

Unit vertical (shaft) development cost associated with access option k 2 K in $/m.

Cmining
l

Mining cost in $/t for level l.
Cprocess Processing cost in $/t.
Utransport

k
Total transportation (hoisting) capacities of access options k 2 K in tons.

Udevelop Total horizontal development capacity in m.
Umill Total milling capacity in tons
ctransport Penalty cost associated with the surplus deviations from the transportation (shaft or ramp) capacity.
cdevelop Penalty cost associated with the surplus deviations from the horizontal development capacity.
cprocess Penalty costs associated with the surplus deviations from the mill tonnage capacity.
cmetal Penalty cost associated with the shortages from the metal content of the stopes selected in a level compared to 

the metal content of all blocks i 2 Il (applied to each level l
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based on their relative base and roof coordinates, zbase
l and zroof

l , respectively, and the parameter 
σsill;z

n as presented in Figure 5a. For instance, levels l and l0, such that l; l0 2 Ln, overlap with each 

other if zbase
l � zbase

l0 and zroof
l þ σsill;z

n

� �
� zbase

l0 or if zbase
l0 � zbase

l and zroof
l0 � zbase

l � σsill;z
n

� �
. The 

level overlapping search generates a set of levels l0 2 Ωl that overlap with level l 2 Ln.

2.1.3. Level adjacency search
Depending on the modelled surfaces’ spatial configuration that individualises geotechnical zones, 
two distinct zones n and n0 might coexist for some z coordinates. Therefore, some levels of their 
correspondent sets Ln and Ln0 might be adjacent. The level adjacency search (Figure 5b) follows the 

Table 3. List of geometric parameters.

Parameter Definition

xi; yi; zi Coordinates of block i in metres
λx; λy; λz Block dimensions in metres
θj Origin block of stope j with coordinates xθj ; yθj

; zθj

ej Terminal block of stope j with coordinates xej ; yej
; zej

γx
mn , γy

mn, 
γz

mn

Stope sizes along direction x, y; and z in number of blocks for stope shape m 2 Mn of geotechnical zone n 2 N

αz
n Fixed level height, in terms of the number of blocks, along z axis for geotechnical zone n 2 N

βz
n Shift parameter corresponding to the number of blocks to be shifted above the base coordinates zbase

1 of the most 
profound level l ¼ 1 of zone n, such that βz

n < αz
n

zbase
l

Coordinate of the base of level l
zroof

l
Coordinate of the roof of level l

zsurface Coordinate of surface (starting point of shaft/ramp).
σrib;x

n Minimum stand-off pillar size between stopes along axis x in metres for geotechnical zone n 2 N (multiple of 
dimension λx)

σrib;y
n

Minimum stand-off pillar size between stopes along axis y in metres for geotechnical zone n 2 N (multiple of 
dimension λy)

σsill;z
n Minimum pillar size in number of blocks between levels along axis z in metres for geotechnical zone n 2 N 

(multiple of dimension λz)
δshaft

lk
Vertical distance from the surface to zbase

l of level l for access option k 2 K (shaft)

δdrift
jdlk

Horizontal distance (in a drift) from stope j to a potential access point of option k 2 K along mining direction d in 
level l

Table 4. Binary decision variables.

Variable Definition

yjl Stope selection decision variable, equal to 1 if stope j in level l is selected, and 0 otherwise
zlk Level selection decision variable, equal to 1 if level l is selected under access option k, and 0 otherwise
ωk Access option selection decision variable, equal to 1 if option k is selected, and 0 otherwise

Figure 2. Steps of the proposed stochastic stope design optimisation.
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same conditions mentioned above of the level overlapping search step (Figure 5a). In this instance, 
the adjacency occurs between levels in distinct zones, i.e. l 2 Ln and l0 2 Ln0 � LnLn, and generates 
the subset of levels l0 2 Λl that are adjacent to level l.

Figure 3. Representation of the level splitting step generating the set of levels Ln of geotechnical domain n.

Figure 4. Parametrised distances (in red) considered by the method for an access option k, a potential level l, two mining 
directions d and d0 and two potential stopes j and j0.
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2.1.4. Stope search
A library of potential stope shapes is defined for each geotechnical domain n 2 N (Figure 6). Each 
shape m 2 Mn consists of the number of blocks γx

mn, γy
mn and γz

mn along axes x, y and z. A broad 
combination of stope shapes improves the output stope design since the optimisation process has 
more flexibility to select potential stopes and may better control dilution. However, geotechnical 
considerations, due to required stope’s size and shape relationships for stable openings [16,47,48], 
may limit the possible combinations of stope shapes in terms of number of blocks per stope.

Given the dimensions γx
mn, γy

mn and γz
mn, the stope shapes m 2 Mn are floated within each of 

generated layers of mining blocks forming the potential levels l 2 Ln. This step produces the set of 
overlapping potential stopes Jl within a level l 2 Ln. It is assumed that all stopes must lie at the 
base of their level. Therefore, the stope search step looks for stopes with origin block θj coinciding 
with the bottom of the respective potential level. Once a stope is defined, it is identified by its 
index j 2 Jl and its starting and ending blocks, respectively, θj and ej (Figure 7a). During the 
current step, the stope economic values vjls for each simulation s 2 S are computed. The stopes 
whose probability of negative economic value is higher than a threshold [49] can be eliminated. 
Finally, depending on the relative position to an access option k, the stopes are flagged to 
a mining directiond 2 Dl, for example, the eastern and western sides of a shaft along the strike, 
forming the subsets of stopes Jdlk. Furthermore, the approximated drift development distances 
δdrift

jdlk along the specified mining directions are computed, allowing assessment of the accessibility 
of a stope (Figure 4).

2.1.5. Stope overlapping search
The proposed method assumes that the generated stope design must satisfy operational and 
geotechnical constraints in order to be readily used as an input for the subsequent optimisation 
of long-term mine production scheduling [7,8,50,51]. Non-overlapping constraints for stopes 
avoid the manual post-treatment of a stope boundary with overlapping stopes required by some 
related methods [19,20,24,25,29]. Furthermore, due to stability considerations, longitudinal and 

Figure 5. A) Representation of the level overlapping search, and b) the level adjacency search.
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rib pillars must be placed between stopes. The stope overlapping search is performed based on 
the minimum pillar sizes, in terms of number of blocks, σrib;x

n and σrib;y
n along axes x and y for 

each zone n 2 N. Henceforth, these pillars will be named indistinctly as rib pillars, although in 
the literature, rib pillars are usually transverse to the strike [16,17]. The stopes overlapping 
conditions are defined given the minimum pillar sizes and the coordinates of the starting θj and 
end ej blocks of the stopes. As shown in Figure 7b, a stope j0 and the reference stope j overlap 

with each other if xθj � xθj0
and xej þ σrib;x

n

� �
� xθj0

or if yθj
� yθj0

and yej
þ σrib;y

n

� �
� yθj0

. The 
stope overlapping search, for each pair j; j0 2 Jl and l 2 Ln, defines the set of stopes j0 2 Ωjl that 
overlap with j.

Figure 6. Allowable stope shapes for two geotechnical zones.
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2.1.6. Stope adjacency search
Overlaps must also be avoided for stopes in different geotechnical domains if the current level l has 
a non-empty adjacency set, i.e. Λl�; (Figure 5b). Therefore, a similar overlapping search 
(Figure 7b) is performed to define the set of stopes j0 2 Λjl that overlap with stope j, such that 
j 2 Jl, l 2 Ln and j0 2 Jl0 , l0 2 Λl.

2.2. Mathematical formulation

Three binary decision variables control the proposed stochastic stope design optimisation frame-
work. The access options decision variables ωk 2 0; 1f g control whether an access option k 2 K is 
selected or not for stope design. Level selection decision variables zlk 2 0; 1f g control which 
production levels l 2 L are selected for the final design given the decision of access option. The 
stope selection decision variables yjl 2 0; 1f g define whether a stope j 2 Jl in level l 2 L is to be 
extracted. The bold characters y and z refer to the coordinates of blocks, stopes, and levels, whereas 
the italic characters y and z are used for the decision variables present in the proposed stochastic 
mathematical programming formulation.

Two types of development costs are integrated into optimisation. The vertical development cost 
VDCk stands for the excavation and commissioning costs associated with shaft option k 2 K, while 
the horizontal development cost HDCdlk relates to the excavation and commissioning of the haulage 
and drilling drifts to access the selected stopes in level l 2 L through mining direction d 2 Dl. The 
total HDClk present in the objective function accounts for the contribution of the development costs 
overall directions d 2 Dk.

2.2.1. Objective function
The proposed method aims to maximise the selected stopes’ potential revenue while integrating 
other components in the objective function of Eq. 1. Part I of the objective function represents the 
maximisation of the economic value of the selected stopes. Part II accounts for the minimisation of 
the overall vertical development cost and the sum of the horizontal development costs of all possible 
levels given the access options k 2 K. Part III penalises the resulting economic impact of exceeding 
the project capacities of transportation, the development of drifts, and processing. These overall 
capacities are defined based on each component’s yearly capacity and an assumed life of mine 

Figure 7. A) Representation of starting and ending blocks of a stope, and b) the stope overlapping search step in plan-view.
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horizon for the project at hand. Part IV tries to extract the upside potential of the design given the 
grade uncertainty by penalising the economic difference d$metal

ls related to the metal content of all 
blocks in a level i 2 Il and the recoverable metal within the selected stopes in the design, that is, 
j 2 Jl, for l 2 L. 

max
1
Sj j

X

s2S

X

l2L

X

j2Jl

vjlsyjl

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

PartI:Revenuefromeachstope

�
X

k2K
VDCk þ

X

l2L
HDClk

 !

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

PartII:Verticalandhorizontaldevelopmentcosts 

�
1
Sj j

X

s2S
ctransportd$transport

s þ cdevelopd$develop þ cprocessd$process
s

� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

PartIII:Penaltiesappliedtotheentirestopedesign

� 1
Sj j

X

s2S

X

l2L
cmetald$metal

ls

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

PartIV:Penaltiesappliedtoeachlevel

(1) 

The penalties costs ctransport , cdevelop, cprocess and cmetal are set by a user-based empirical approach that 
generally relies on testing the order of magnitude for unit cost violations [38,39,52]. Acknowledging 
that an underground mining project is constrained by the overall capacities addressed in Part III 
and the miner planner’s pre-emption to favour the upside potential of the design in Part IV, the 
objective function integrates this trade-off into the optimisation process to provide an optimal and 
uncertainty-based stope design.

The proposed method offers the possibility to use or not a cut-off grade. For a specified cut-off 
grade, the economic value vils of a block i 2 Il in level l 2 L in simulation s 2 S is defined by Eq. 2. If 
a cut-off grade is not defined, Eq. 2 would have only its upper part. Since a mining block can belong 
to different potential levels ði 2 IlÞ, it has multiple economic values vils, for each level and simula-
tion. In addition, level-based mining costs Cmining

l accounting for extraction, backfilling, and 
material handling might reflect increasing costs with depth. 

vils ¼
wis gilsRP � Cprocess þ Cmining

l

� �� �
; gils � cut � off

� wisC
mining
l ; otherwise

(

(2) 

The economic value of a stope vjls, in turn, is determined by the sum of the economic values vils of all 
its blocks ði 2 IjlÞ and could also consider its horizontal distance from each access option. Note that 
Eq. 3 assigns higher costs for larger stopes. Considering a family of potential stopes that share 
a common high-grade block, the larger stopes centred in this block are likely to have more-low 
grade and waste blocks, resulting in a reduced value vjls. Hence, the optimisation process would opt 
for a smaller stope containing this high-grade block. As a result, even though the current decision 
variables yjl are in stope support scale, the family of potential stopes that share this high-grade block 
carries the information on a block basis, and consequently, the optimisation process is able to select 
the better stope locations and sizes in order to control dilution. 

vjls ¼
P

i2Ijl

vils (3) 

2.2.2. Constraints
This section presents the constraints related to geotechnical requirements, the specified capacities, 
development costs, and link between different variables. 
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P

k2K
ωk ¼ 1 (4) 

zlk � ωk;"k 2 K; l 2 L (5) 

yjl �
P

k2K
zlk;"l 2 L; j 2 Jl (6) 

zlk þ zl0k � 1;"l0 2 Ωl � Ln; l 2 Ln (7) 

yjl þ yj0l � 1;"j0 2 Ωjl; j 2 Jl; l 2 L (8) 

yjl þ yj0l0 � 1;"j0 2 Λjl; l0 2 Λl � LnLn; j 2 Jl; l 2 Ln (9) 

Equation 4 ensures that only one access option is selected. The linking constraints of Eq. 5 state that 
a level l can be opened with access option k, only if this access option is selected, while Eq. 6 
guarantees that a stope j can be selected if its level l is selected, and vice-versa. Two overlapping 
levels, including sill/crown pillar requirements, in a geotechnical zone n 2 N cannot be simulta-
neously selected in the design (Eq. 7) as well as two overlapping stopes, including rib pillar 
requirements, within the same level and geotechnical zone l 2 Ln (Eq. 8). The overlaps must also 
be avoided between the stopes in the contact between two adjacent levels in distinct geotechnical 
zones. Such type of overlaps is avoided Eq. 9. 

VDCk � δshaft
lk Cshaft

k

� �
zlk;"l 2 L; k 2 K (10) 

HDC0dlk � δdrift
jdlk Cdrift

l

� �
yjl;"j 2 Jdlk; d 2 Dl; l 2 L; k 2 K (11) 

HDC0lk �
P

d2Dl

HDC0dlk;"l 2 L; k 2 K (12) 

HDClk � Mωk;"l 2 L; k 2 K (13) 

HDClk � HDC0lk;"l 2 L; k 2 K (14) 

HDClk � M ωk � 1ð Þ þHDC0lk;"l 2 L; k 2 K (15) 

The integration of the development costs, a substantial proportion of a stope global cost, aims to 
address the interdependencies between the stope layout and the development network. The 
proposed approach has linear constraints that determine overall horizontal development cost per 
level and vertical development cost for the entire design. The vertical development cost for each 
access option k 2 K is determined by Eq. 10. The distance from the surface δshaft

lk and the respective 
unit cost Cshaft

k parametrise this cost. Whenever the activation of a variable zlk opens a more 
profound level, the VDCk is incremented, entailing in a higher overall cost for the stope design.

Similarly, in Eq. 11, the horizontal development cost for each potential level l 2 L and access option 
k 2 K along each mining direction d 2 Dl depends on the distance from a stope to an access option 
δdrift

jlk and the unit drift development cost Cdrift
l . The selection of a stope further from the access option 

in a direction d will raise the variable HDC0dlk. Therefore, this stope will be selected if it is sufficiently 
valuable to pay for this additional drift development, avoiding unreasonable costs. The overall drift 
development cost in a level HDC0lk corresponds to the sum over all mining directions (Eq. 12). The 
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optimisation process balances the revenue from the selected stopes and the drifts development cost at 
a potential level. Equations 12–15 link the variables HDC0lk with the access option decisions ωk and are 
used to linearise the formulation by avoiding the product HDC0lkωk, which is replaced by a new 
variable HDClk. In Eqs. 13 and 15, M> 0 is a sufficiently large constant that activates the constraint in 
the case ωk ¼ 1 by imposing a loose upper bound on the horizontal development cost variable HDClk. 
Indeed, this last variable is minimised in the objective function (Eq. 1 – Part II). 

P

l2L

P

j2Jl

yjlwjls
� �

� dtransport
s �

P

k2K
Utransport

k ωk;"s 2 S (16) 

P

l2L

P

k2K

HDClk
DC

� �
� ddevelop � Udevelop

(17) 

P

l2L

P

j2Jl

yjlojls
� �

� dprocess
s � Uprocess;"s 2 S (18) 

Some existing or planned capacities might constrain the underground mining project. Therefore, some 
overall capacities defined by yearly capacities and the projected life-of-mine are considered in these 
constraints. The surplus deviations dtransport

s , ddevelop and dprocess
s from the specified capacities are defined 

in Eqs. 16–18. Equation 16 defines the overall transportation capacity in tons Utransport
k of the selected 

access option k 2 K. The development advancement of drifts might also be constrained, and its overall 
capacity Udevelop in metres is ensured in Eq. 17, where the ratio HDClk=DC reflects the maximum 
distance to be developed per level assuming access option k 2 K. The overall processing capacity Uprocess 

must be satisfied considering the sum of the contained ore tonnage ojls in simulation s 2 S (Eq. 18). 
X

i2Il

wiθilsgilsð Þ

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

maximummetal
contentinlevell

�
X

j2Jl

ojlsgjlsyjl
� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

metalcontentinthe
selectedstopesinlevell

� dmetal
ls � 0;"l 2 L; s 2 S

(19) 

Aiming to capture the upside potential of recoverable metal in the stope design given the geological 
uncertainty, Eq. 19 penalises the reduction in metal content of the stope design in level l 2 L 
compared to the total metal content in that level. Levels that have more potential for profitable 
stopes are less penalised, as well as the levels that have minor variations in metal content, that is 
dmetal

ls , among all simulations. Part IV of the objective function acts by maximising the metal content 
of the stope design under uncertainty and translates the mine planer’s tendency to foresee the 
potential stoping areas translated by the magnitude of the penalty cmetal. 

d$transport
s ¼ Cmining

l dtransport
s ;"s 2 S (20) 

d$develop ¼ Cdrifts
l ddevelop (21) 

d$process
s ¼ Cprocessdprocess

s ;"s 2 S (22) 

d$metal
ls ¼ Pdmetal;"l 2 L; s 2 S (23) 

The previously defined deviations have a different order of magnitude. For instance, dtransport
s and 

dprocess
s are defined in terms of tonnage of material mined and processed, ddevelop in metres of 

development and dmetal
ls in metal tonnage. Therefore, in Eqs. 20–23, the initial deviations are 
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multiplied by pertinent unit costs, or the metal price, converting them into dollar value deviations, 
with superscript $. These equations provide a balance between the different components of the 
objective function that drives the optimisation process. Finally, the integrality and non-negativity 
constraints from Eq. 24 to Eq. 32 complete the SIP formulation and are as follows: 

yjl 2 0; 1f g;"j 2 Jl; l 2 L (24) 

zlk 2 0; 1f g;"l 2 L; k 2 K (25) 

ωk 2 0; 1f g;"k 2 K (26) 

VDCk � 0;"k 2 K (27) 

HDClk;HDC0lk � 0;"l 2 L; k 2 K (28) 

HC0dlk � 0;"d 2 Dl; l 2 L; k 2 K (29) 

dtransport
s ; d$transport

s ; dprocess
s ; d$process

s � 0;"s 2 S (30) 

ddevelop; d$develop � 0 (31) 

dmetal
ls ; d$metal

ls � 0;"l 2 L; s 2 S (32) 

3. Case study – Application at an underground gold mine

In this section, the proposed stochastic stope design optimisation, under grade uncertainty and 
considering development costs, is applied to an underground gold deposit employing the sublevel 
open stoping mining method. The uncertainty of gold grades is accounted for through a set of 25 
simulations generated by the sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS) method [32,53,54] for 
107,520 mining blocks of size 10 m × 10 m × 10 m (Figure 8a). The set of simulations was generated 
and properly validated as per the standard practice. The dataset is located from 400 m to 830 m 
below the processing plant level. Two geotechnical zones (Figure 8b) are delimited by an irregular 
and inclined separation surface (which provides a more general case than simple distinct horizontal 
geotechnical zones). The blocks lying above and below this separation surface are flagged accord-
ingly. The cross-sections of Figure 8 emphasise a high-grade region in the top-left portion of the 
deposit, located in the upper geotechnical zone, and another high-grade region from the centre to 
the right, in the lower geotechnical zone. Table 5 summarises the information about the input 
underground gold orebody.

Each geotechnical zone has a specified level spacing, horizontal (sill/crown), rib, and longitudinal 
pillar sizes, as well as a set of stoping shapes given the conditions of the underlying rock masses 
(Table 6). The proposed method is used to select the best primary access among three potential 
shafts. The shafts’ headframes are at the same distance from the orebody’s footwall, which is the 
rock mass beneath a steeply dipping deposit [17]. However, Shaft 1 is located at the centre of the 
deposit’s strike (axis y), whereas the other two options are −200 m and +200 m away from Shaft 1. 
The shafts have the same hoisting capacity, although different capacities and more locations could 
be used. In each level, the main drifts are developed along the strike. Accordingly, two main mining 
directions d 2 Dl are considered, that is, the northern and southern sides of each shaft option, so as 
to define the subsets of potential stopes (Figure 4). The overall hoisting, processing and 
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development rate capacities are presented in Table 7 and are obtained by multiplying yearly 
capacities by the expected number of years of the life-of-mine of the operation. Other economic 
and technical parameters used in the stochastic stope design optimisation are also presented in this 
table.

Given the specified level spacing of 40 m and 60 m, respectively, for the upper and lower 
geotechnical zones, 51 overlapping levels are generated within the two geotechnical zones. The 
upper and lower zones have, respectively, 12 and 15 set up allowable stoping shapes. During the 
stope search step, no predefined cut-off grade was used, which means that only the upper part of 
Eq. 2 is used to determine the economic value of blocks. A probability threshold of 50% is used to 
exclude negatively valued stopes generating 31,454 potential stopes (with related overlapping 
information) within the 51 levels during the preprocessing steps of Figure 2. The proposed SIP 
model is solved using the CPLEX v.12.8.0 software’s solver engine [55] implemented with C++ 
language. This instance has 31,535 binary decision variables and 97,107 constraints. Using 
a standard personal computer with six cores and 32 GB RAM, the preprocessing and optimisation 
steps take less than 4 hours to be solved with less than a 1% optimality gap [55–57].

Figure 8. A) One simulated realisation of gold grades of the input underground deposit with a block size of 10 m x 10 m x 10 m, 
and b) the two input geotechnical zones.

Table 5. Input orebody information.

Parameter Value/Description

Metal gold
Grade unit g/t
Total number of realisations 50
Number of realisations for optimisation 25
Number of realisations for risk analysis 25
Depth from processing plant level (surface) 400 m – 830 m
Dimension along the orebody strike 800 m
Dimension across the orebody strike 320 m
Orientation of strike Along axis y
Average orebody dip 70°
Number of blocks 107,520
Block size 10 m x 10 m x 10 m
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Figure 9a presents the stochastic stope layout obtained by the application of the proposed 
method at the underground gold mine. The positions of the stope layout and the potential shaft 
locations with respect to the surface level and the input orebody models are shown in Figure 9b. The 
layout has six selected production levels satisfying the spacings of 40 m and 60 m for each 
geotechnical zone, and sill/crown pillar height of at least 10 m. The bottom portion of the lower 
geotechnical zone (red block edges of Figure 9b) is also mineralised and has positively valued stopes. 
Nevertheless, these stopes are not profitable so as to compensate for the related incremental shaft 
and drifts’ development cost. Consequently, no stope is selected in this bottom area.

The 46 stopes in the final layout satisfy the allowable minimum and maximum stope sizes 
and the minimum transversal and rib pillar sizes of each geotechnical zone, as presented in 
Table 6. The stoping shapes have variable heights and are aligned with the respective 
production levels’ bases. These shapes will be further connected by haulage and drilling drifts 
and loading crosscuts once the development network is designed. The optimisation process 
selects the most centralised shaft option (Figure 9b). The profitable stopes of the upper 
geotechnical zone (blue) are more concentrated towards the negative y-axis direction, and 
the lower geotechnical zone (red), in turn, has more stopes towards the positive y-axis 

Table 6. Information about the geotechnical zones.

Zone Parameters Value

Upper zone Number of allowable stope shapes 12
Level spacing 40 m
Stope heights 20– 40 m
Stope widths 20– 30 m
Stope lengths 30– 50 m
Sill/crown pillar size 10 m
Rib pillar size 10 m
Longitudinal pillar size 10 m

Lower zone Number of allowable stope shapes 15
Level spacing 60 m
Stope heights 40– 60 m
Stope widths 10– 20 m
Stope lengths 30– 50 m
Sill/crown pillar size 10 m
Rib pillar size 10 m
Longitudinal pillar size 20 m

Table 7. Economic and technical parameters used in the proposed stochastic stope design optimisation of the underground gold 
mine.

Parameter Value

Metal price ($/ozt) 1,200
Processing recovery (%) 94%
Mining cost ($/t) 118
Processing cost ($/t) 20
Shaft development cost ($/m) for all k 2 K 20,000
Drifts development cost ($/m) 7,000
Density (t/m3) 2.9
Block tonnage (t) 2,900
Overall mining (transportation) capacity (Mt) 4.3
Overall processing capacity (Mt) 4.3
Overall drift development capacity (m) 3,000
Number of shaft options 3
Coordinates of shaft 1 (x, y, z) 123,575, 258,020, 1200
Coordinates of shaft 2 (x, y, z) 123,575, 258,220, 1200
Coordinates of shaft 3 (x, y, z) 123,575, 257,820, 1200
Penalty cost for transportation capacity 1
Penalty cost for development capacity 10
Penalty cost for processing capacity 10
Penalty cost for metal component 0.1
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direction (Figure 9a), which are related to the high-grade lobes circled in Figure 8a. Therefore, 
the selected shaft balances the associated drifts’ development costs. As for the bottom part of 
the deposit, eventual stoping areas at the periphery of each level are not selected to minimise 
the final design’s drifts development costs. Finally, shaft depth is defined by the deepest 
selected level, located at 745 m below the surface (Figure 9b).

Table 8 presents the risk analysis of the generated stope layout, which is defined by the non- 
exceedance probabilities of 10%, 50%, and 90% (P10, P50, P90, respectively) of key performance 
indicators (KPIs) [58], such as undiscounted profit, recoverable metal, average grade, and total 
tonnage. A set containing 25 realisations of block’s gold grade, different from those used for the 
stope design optimisation step, is used to generate the risk profiles. The economic potential of the 
output layout is 217.3 M$, after the deduction of about 30 M$ for the associated shaft and drifts 
development costs, with a total ore tonnage of 4.6 Mt, 24.1 tons of recoverable metal at an average 
gold grade of 5.3 g/t, considering the 50th percentile (P50) of the risk profiles.

The penalty costs used in the objective function (Eq. 1) are calibrated by testing different orders 
of magnitude. The magnitude of the penalty cost associated with the metal reduction component in 
the objective function expresses the mine planner’s tendency to capitalise on the design’s upside 
potential in terms of recovered metal. By increasing the magnitude of such penalty ðcmetalÞ, more 
stopes and levels are selected, resulting in physically different designs and related forecasts. 
Therefore, a mine planner would test different orders of magnitude for all penalty costs and select 
a final layout based on pertinent mining aspects, on the generated risk profiles and on performance 
indicators such as undiscounted profit and/or recoverable metal. For the current case study, the 
scenario having the highest undiscounted profit and metal was selected.

Figure 9. Stochastic stope design: (a) stopes’ gold grade, and (b) the locations of the surface level, the stope layout (front view), 
the selected shaft, and the geotechnical zones.

Table 8. Forecasts of the proposed stochastic stope design.

Forecast P10 P50 P90
Total tonnage (Mt) 4.6 4.6 4.6
Recoverable metal (t Au) 23.8 24.1 24.8
Average gold grade (g/t) 5.2 5.3 5.4
Undiscounted profit (M$) 197.9 217.3 237.1
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3.1. Comparison with a conventional stope design approach

The proposed stochastic stope design optimisation method is compared to the Mineable Shape 
Optimiser (MSO), an industry-standard automated stope design tool (Alford Mining Systems 2016) 
26, and its so-called Slice Method is chosen since it is broadly used in the mining industry for 
sublevel stoping design. The MSO implements a deterministic approach, requiring an estimated 
orebody model as an input, which is a smooth representation of the related orebody. An E-type or 
average model [32,54] is used as the estimated model by averaging the set of 50 block-support gold 
grade simulated realisations of the deposit.

To attain an equitable comparison between the two approaches, a simplified version of the 
proposed stochastic stope design optimisation method is used by removing some features of the 
original approach that the MSO does not consider. First, since MSO defines the stope layout 
individually for each geotechnical zone based on the fixed levels, sill pillars, and rib pillars, 
a single geotechnical zone library is defined for the entire deposit for both methods. The original 
stochastic method would simultaneously select the best set of levels for multiple zones, rather than 
optimising each zone specifically. Second, the variable stopes’ heights and the stopes’ lengths along 
the strike of the stochastic optimisation method were removed. Instead, a fixed stope length (along 
y) of 40 m and a fixed stope height equal to the level spacing of 60 m are defined to coincide, 
respectively, with the spacings used by MSO. Capacity constraints and development costs are not 
considered for the stochastic approach since those components are not incorporated by MSO.

An MSO slice framework oriented along the orebody’s strike direction (axis y) is selected, 
defining a regular grid of stopes’ height and length, and the required user-defined sill and 
transverse pillars’ thicknesses and locations. The objective of maximising the total layout’s 
economic value is defined using the same economic parameters, such as metal price, recovery, 
mining, and processing costs, shown in Table 7. The MSO software tool provides sophisticated 
stope shape parameters to fit in the orebody’s footwall/hang-wall strike and dip. Nonetheless, 
only cuboid shapes are allowed for a comparison with the proposed method. Orebody control 
wireframes are not used to provide a pure block value-based stope layout since such contours are 
also uncertain and are based on subjective geologic interpretations [59,60]. The parameters used 
on MSO are presented in Table 9.

Figure 10 depicts the comparison between the two generated stope layouts and stresses the 
stochastic optimisation approach’s essential strengths. Since the smooth input estimated model of 
MSO misrepresents the spatial connectivity and variability of high grades, a more contiguous stope 
layout is generated (Figure 10b), as compared to the proposed stochastic approach (Figure 10a). MSO 
is unable to define stoping areas in the border of some levels. The proposed stochastic approach also 
has the flexibility to allocate profitable levels and rib pillars, which are required inputs for MSO.

Table 9. MSO physical parameters.

Parameter Value/Description

Optimisation method Slice Method
Optimisation objective Maximise total value
Stope shape framework YZ vertical
Level spacing (m) 60 m (along axis z)
Section spacing (m) 40 m (along axis y)
Slice width (m) 10 m (along axis x)
Minimum stope width (m) 10 m (along axis x)
Maximum stope width (m) 30 m (along axis x)
Sill pillar size (m) 10 m (along axis z)
Transversal pillar size (m) 10 m (along axis y)
Longitudinal pillar size (m) 20 m (along axis x)
Fixed stope dip 90°
Fixed stope strike 0° (aligned to axis y)
Number of vertical sub-shapes 3 (sublevels of 20 m high)
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The forecasts of metal tonnage, undiscounted profit, gold grade, and ore tonnage (assuming that 
all material inside the stopes is ore) of the stope layouts generated by the proposed stochastic 
method and MSO are presented in Figure 11, where grey dots represent the resultant risk profiles 
generated by a set of 25 simulations, and the red diamonds represent related 10th, 50th, and 90th 

percentiles. The black squares represent forecasts generated by MSO. The proposed stochastic 
method outperforms the MSO (compared to the prompt MSO report), both in terms of recoverable 
metal and undiscounted profit by 21% and 40%, respectively, highlighting the inherent limits of 
deterministic stope designs in determining profitable stoping locations and sizes. Moreover, other 
features of the original stochastic stope design method, such as variable stope length and height, and 
the integration of development costs and project capacities, are not accounted for by MSO and were 
not included in the current comparison.

4. Conclusions

A two-stage stochastic integer programming (SIP) model for the stope design optimisation of 
underground mines employing the sublevel open stoping mining method was proposed. Multiple 
equiprobable simulated orebody models are used to quantify the grade uncertainty and variability, 
to provide a risk-resilient stope layout that capitalises on the mineral deposit’s upside potential. The 
proposed mathematical formulation seeks to maximise the undiscounted profit from the selected 
levels and stopes, while minimising the associated development costs of the shaft and drifts, as well 
as the economic impacts of exceeding the project’s capacities while considering different geome-
chanics zones. Unlike the conventional stope layout approaches, the proposed approach accounts 
for uncertainty and variability of grades in the mineral deposit, stopes’ accessibility/remoteness, and 
the capacities that affect stoping sizes, locations, and profitability. A set of possible primary shaft 
locations, an assortment of potential production levels, stoping sizes and positions, as well as 
associated distances levels-to-surface and stopes-to-access options are the required inputs for the 
model. The output of the proposed SIP is a mineable stochastic stope design comprising an optimal 
combination of horizontal production levels separated by required sill/crown pillar heights, unified 
stopes with variable height, length, and width satisfying rib and longitudinal pillars requirements, 
and the best shaft location, which minimises the layout’s vertical and horizontal development costs.

The practical aspects of the SIP model were shown in a case study at an underground gold mine. 
A set of geostatistical simulations of gold grades, three possible shaft headframe locations, two 
irregularly separated geotechnical zones with defined multiple allowable stoping shapes, level 
heights, and pillar sizes, and the overall hoisting, processing, and development rate capacities 

Figure 10. Comparison of stope designs: (a) simplified stochastic approach and (b) slice method of MSO. The unfilled outlines of 
(b) correspond to the stochastic stope design of (a).
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were the integrated components of the stope layout optimisation process. A comparison of the 
proposed method with the Mineable Shape Optimiser (MSO), a deterministic industry-standard 
automated stope design tool, was performed. The results highlighted two advantages of the 
proposed approach. First, the incorporation of grade uncertainty into the optimisation process 
allows one to define some stoping volumes that are not identified by deterministic methods that rely 
on an estimated orebody model, which mispresents the connectivity of high grades within the 
deposit. A second advantage is the proposed method’s flexibility to define optimal production levels 
and transverse pillars, which are inputs for MSO. The proposed method produced a layout with 
significantly higher recoverable metal and undiscounted profits (21% and 40%, respectively). It is 
worth underlining that, in this comparison, some advanced components of the proposed method, 
such as incorporating the development costs, variable stopes’ lengths along the orebody’s strike and 
heights, and economic impacts of exceeding the project’s capacities, were not considered since the 
conventional stope design approach does not incorporate these aspects.

Further extensions of the current method might implement different metaheuristic solvers to 
make larger instances tractable and incorporate non-linear components into the optimisation 
process. The integration of development costs opens new avenues for simultaneous stochastic 
optimisation of the stope design and the mine production scheduling into a single model. Such 
an integrated model might be compounded in the optimisation of mining complexes accounting for 
multiple mines, processing destinations, and marketable products in later developments.

Figure 11. Forecasts stope layouts generated by the proposed stochastic optimisation approach (risk analysis) and by the Slice 
Method of MSO (report generated by MSO): (a) Metal tonnage, (b) undiscounted profit, (c) average gold grade, and (d) ore 
tonnage.
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